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Session 4 – November 13, 2014 

Professional Reading  
Defining Personalized Learning 

Notes and Reflections  

Title of the Professional Reading Articles 

Pro. Reading 1-  Next Generation Learning  

Pro. Reading 2 - Best Practices in Personalized Learning 

Pro. Reading 3 - Four Ways to Move from School World to Real World  

Pro. Reading 4 - Personalized Learning- A Working Definition 

Pro. Reading 5 - Working Definition of Personalized Learning  

Key Ideas Discovered  

 

 PL is a response to a currently inefficient system 

 Students make greater gains at their own pace 

 PL addresses the whole child- social, emotional and physical  

 Flexible and adaptable to student need 

 Guidance from teachers to ensure progress and mastery 

 New strategies for providing resources 

 Mastery learning 

 What is required vs. negotiable? 

 Promote self-advocacy and self-monitoring 

 Student are not prepared when exiting high school 

 Students learn at their own pace with a variety of teaching styles and formats available to them.  

 Tailored learning plans, relevant to students 

 Choice 

 Anytime/anywhere 

 Having choice can be powerful experience  

 Captures each students level of mastery 

 Supports each student setting their own goals 

 Flexible learning environments 

 Competency-based progression 

 Personal learning paths and learner profiles 

 Focus on the development of teachers skills 

 Multiple sources of instruction as well as flexible scheduling 

 Assessment of each learner individually 

 Progression based upon competency 

 Real world vs school world  

http://links.schoolloop.com/link/rd?href=736c5f6c696e6b6666303163633065623266687474703a2f2f76697374617573642d63612e7363686f6f6c6c6f6f702e636f6d2f66696c652f313334363932353135333135392f313335363630393233353434372f323832343330323330333236323130313033372e706466
http://links.schoolloop.com/link/rd?href=736c5f6c696e6b6666303163633065623266687474703a2f2f76697374617573642d63612e7363686f6f6c6c6f6f702e636f6d2f66696c652f313334363932353135333135392f313335363630393233353434372f363435313331363234353339303835303534322e706466
http://links.schoolloop.com/link/rd?href=736c5f6c696e6b6666303163633065623266687474703a2f2f76697374617573642d63612e7363686f6f6c6c6f6f702e636f6d2f66696c652f313334363932353135333135392f313335363630393233353434372f313730353936373630393137393032383438352e706466
http://links.schoolloop.com/link/rd?href=736c5f6c696e6b6666303163633065623266687474703a2f2f7777772e65647765656b2e6f72672f65772f636f6c6c656374696f6e732f706572736f6e616c697a65642d6c6561726e696e672d7370656369616c2d7265706f72742d323031342f612d776f726b696e672d646566696e6974696f6e2e68746d6c3f7072696e743d31
http://links.schoolloop.com/link/rd?href=736c5f6c696e6b666630316363306562326668747470733a2f2f73332e616d617a6f6e6177732e636f6d2f73332e646f63756d656e74636c6f75642e6f72672f646f63756d656e74732f313331313837342f706572736f6e616c697a65642d6c6561726e696e672d776f726b696e672d646566696e6974696f6e2d66616c6c323031342e706466
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 Redefines teacher role 

 Click to learn is important 

 Technology solutions 

 Cost effectiveness 

 Assessment tools 

 How frequently are student going to be assessed?  

Working Definition of Personalized Learning   

Pre Definitions:  
 

1. Learning paths that are designed to be flexible and fluid depending on the learner’s needs, interests, 
strengths and weaknesses.  

2. PL is a responsive, student-centered, holistic approach to education that adjusts to the goals and needs 
building upon the strengths and interests of the whole person.  

3. PL is a way to work together to made schools more fun and let students have more options.  
4. PL is the process of acquiring knowledge and individual undergoes according to their personal needs 

and preferences.  
5. PL is learning is individualized to the student.  
6. PL is based on the students’ needs and abilities.  
7. A cushioned pathway for individualized student success encompassing content. Literacy, social and 

emotional needs of the students.  
8. An environment for students which emphasizes individual and collaborative learning through the use 

of technology.  
9. PL is unique tailored to the individual based upon as assessment of his/her needs as a learner.  
10. PL is a growth model with ability to take kids form where they are and grow them to show 14 years 

growth in 14 years time.  
11. PL is where each students moves at their own pace towards their goal.  
12. Teaching a curriculum to students in a way that appeals to the individual student regardless of social or 

economic barriers.  
13. Tailoring of pedagogy, curriculum and instructional needs that allow students to learn at their own 

pace. The teachers become the facilitator of learning.  
14. Students learning at their own pace, how they need to learn, on-line, blended, in class, spending 

however much time they need on any subject.  
 
Post Definitions:  
 

1. Personalized learning should be opportunities offered with flexible environments to allow students to 
have fluid growth based on their ever-changing needs, interest, abilities, and allocation of time. 
Personalized learning should maximize the one-on-one learning opportunities to connect with 
educators. 

2. Individualized learning plans tailored to unique needs/interests that are flexible enough to allow 
students to demonstrate competency before, during and after traditional class offerings. One that 
provides focused intervention for students that fail to demonstrate competency the first time around.  

3. Provides flexible, choice, fun, options that are personalized and motivational.  
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4. Students will receive the customized and individualized education they need to be successful through 
the use of an environment which offers multiple resources for learning, a flexible and collaborative 
setting and access to specialized educational technology.  

5. PL is a learning journey that is co-managed by the students and mentor/parent/interested party that 
incorporates the students strengths, interests, and values; and aligned them to core curriculum 
standards and learning styles that maximize the learning potential of the student and establishes a life-
long learning platform that incorporates flexible learning environments and uses assessments to 
identify competency gaps and provides focused interventions for success.  

6. Tailored learning in fluid, facilitated on-pace environments where students demonstrate their learning 
form a position of strength that enables them to grow into responsible, educated community members 
with the ability to pursue careers or further education of choice.  

  

 


